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Welcome to the â€˜Queen of Beachesâ€™ Goa certainly one of the most sought after tourist destination
locates at southern part of Indian peninsula. Globally renowned the beach capital of India, Goa is
one such amazing state whose significance and splendour is just beyond the words and visual
delight. Not only among national visitors but it is equally popular among international visitors too as
one can find there million overseas vacationers. Home to innumerable stunning beaches and
spectacular sightseeing spots, it is one such state which never fails to draw the attention of any
individual. Apart from its several attractions one can experience there colonial past in the form of
several magnificent forts and monuments which are still present in good form and depicts the living
testimony of colonial rule.

It is one such state where there is no dearth of attractions and destinations any more. With its
stunning beaches, turquoise blue sea, wildlife and amusement parks, mesmerizing waterfalls and
ranges of floras and faunas, it encourage tourists to visit there from across the world, throughout the
year. In terms of natural attractions it really has not any competitor in the world but it offers every
thing to every one.

Apart from itâ€™s ranging of attractions there are many other things that brings this place into limelight
and enhance the popularity of Goa Tourism world wide such as its exotic resorts, warm-friendly
people, mouth-watering cuisine, excellent luxurious hotels and several colourful festivals and
celebrations resounds throughout the year and make there atmosphere feisty and lively. There are
so many interesting things about this state but if there is any thing that gathers a great number of
visitors then its several stunning beaches which are categorized into two major regions, beaches in
north and south Goa beaches.

Both the regions are extremely beautiful and having their distinctive features. Well if you are fun
lover and looking for long night beach parties then you can explore several north region beaches on
other hand south region beaches are less ventured and popular for its scenic beauty. Due to several
stunning beaches and pleasant climatic conditions, it is also considered an ideal place for several
fun-filled activities. Swimming, surfing, scuba-diving, parasailing, water-scooting, fishing and etc is
the few popular beach activities in Goa.

Due to huge arrival of tourists every year, state government has given special emphasized over
building of hotels and accommodations in Goa as there are several attractions and destinations in
Goa and all are well-associated with hotels and accommodations renders almost every facility to the
visitors. Apart from there are excellent facilities of transportation as it is linked with road, rail and air.
There are almost forty beach destinations and you can also explore them by hiring motor bikes.

Anjuna, Agonda, Vagator, Dona Paula, Calangute and etc are the few finest beaches that one can
explore during Goa Trip. Be here with your family and friends and collect come everlasting
holidaying experience. There are many other attractions of touristâ€™s interest thus select any tailor
made holiday packages and make your vacations an un-ending experience.
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